
Kirami Original Tiny

Cult-si Thermowood, Light Gray

Original Tiny’s oval shape has been streamlined and the tub’s bathing
ergonomics have been improved. Caring for this graceful little hot tub is
effortless, and it features an inner liner and two shaped seats, making it ideal
for one or two people. Light in weight and compact in size, the tub is easy to
install in a small garden or on a patio, and thanks to its small volume, it heats
up quickly, allowing you to enjoy a spot of luxury even on a busy weekday
evening. Safe pre-installed LED lighting is available for the tub to bring out its
own colour and create a magical atmosphere for spa sessions later in the
season when the nights begin to draw in.

The new hot tub model was introduced in early March 2022.

The hot tub is heated with an external grey Cult-si heater, suitable for heating
small tubs. It is made out of high-quality marine-grade aluminium. The heat-
treated pine used in the outer shell is a Finnish alternative for dark-coloured
imported wood. ThermoWood is a high-quality, long-lasting material with a
warm brown colour that maintains its shape well. Light gray is velvety smooth
and delicate dotted inside colour. The soft, vibrant grey of the interior is always
timeless and elegant, and it blends in beautifully with the environment.

The barrel diameter is 170 cm and water volume 615 litres. It is suitable for 1-2
people. The dry weight of the hot tub is 92 kg. The gross heat output of the
CULT-si stove is 36 kW and the net heat output transferred to the water is 22
kW.

 

Technical Info

CAPACITY (PERSONS) 1-2
FILLAGE VOLUME 500
WATER CAPACITY 615 l
OUTER DIAMETER 170 cm
HEIGHT (TUB) 98 cm
DEPTH 83 cm
WEIGHT 92 kg
PRODUCT LENGTH 162,5 cm
PRODUCT WIDTH 170 cm
PRODUCT HEIGHT 210 cm
PRODUCT CODE 3508

Heater: Cult-si

Outer color: Thermowood

Inner color: Light Gray

6430036755676

Also get accessories

Tiny Insulated cover

Warmer feelings. www.kirami.fi

https://www.kirami.fi/en/accessories/hot-tub-equipment/covers/insulated-covers/oval-insulator-cover?v=27087
https://www.kirami.fi/en/accessories/hot-tub-equipment/covers/insulated-covers/oval-insulator-cover?v=27087

